Case Study: Skynamo

Skynamo gets smart with
password security using LastPass
Challenge

Skynamo wanted to abide by the security compliance standards
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standards, they needed to gain visibility into and manage their
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method to enable employees to use secure, complex passwords,
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securely access the accounts of their customers when they call in
and require assistance. They were looking for a method that would
provide their support team members full access to their customers’
accounts without compromising their customers’ passwords.
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LastPass provides Skynamo visibility to manage their passwords
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The LastPass Security Challenge allows Skynamo to keep their
employees accountable with their password hygiene. They can
also create minimum password requirements, such as password
length, to increase security.

“LastPass allows us to meet
the high security compliance
standards for ISO 27001
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gives us and our customers
the peace of mind that comes
with knowing that we have
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data is secure.”
- Dragan Hanc, Head of IT,
Security, and Workspaces
Skynamo is a B2B Field Sales
/Outside Sales management
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Size: 90 Employees
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support team to access the accounts of their customers without
ever viewing their password.
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personal accounts. This helps Skynamo promote password hygiene
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strong security compliance standards have helped Skynamo
to secure investment in their business in new regions.
LastPass has helped their employees increase their password
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their LastPass security score by over 25 points since deploying
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LastPass changed the company culture to be security
conscious and put a focus on password hygiene and security.
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